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In this paper we consider factorizations of the form 
I-K=(I+K-)(D+F)(I+K+), 
where K_, K,, and D are lower, upper, and diagonal operators relative to a 
maximal chain B of orthoprojections in a separable Hilbert space. 
In the case when K, Km, and K, are Hilbert-Schmidt, we determine the minimal 
rank of the operator F which occurs in the middle term of the factorization. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator which is acting in L*(a, b): 
(O)(t) = j” 4~ s) cp(s) ds. 
a 
It is well known (see [l, p. 1733) that the operator Z-K admits a lower 
upper factorization 
Z-K=(Z+K-)(Z+K+), (2) 
where Km, K, are Hilbert-Schmidt Volterra operators of the type 
(K- cp)tt) = f’ k-t& s) cpts) 4 
a 
tK,d(t)=jb k+tt,s)cpts)ds (3) 
I 
if and only if, for every <E [a, b], the equation 
(4) 
has no nontrivial solutions inL,(O, l). 
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Now assume that the above condition is not satisfied. Then our aim is to 
obtain a modified factorization with a middle term inserted in(2) namely 
a factorization of the form 
z-K=(Z+Kp)(Z+F)(Z+K+), (5) 
where K- , K, have the same properties a above and F is of finite rank. It 
is easy to see that there always exist factorizations of this type. 
The number 
r = min rank(F), (6) 
where the minimum is taken over all factorizations (5) can serve as a 
measure of deviation from the case of canonical factorization (2). 
The main result of this paper is the equality 
(7) 
where, for each a< 5 < 6, the integer pe denotes the number of linearly 
independent solutions of(4) in &(O, {). 
The problem can already be stated for finite matrices and the result 
corresponding to(7) holds in this case. For the sake of illustration, the first 
section is devoted to the statement and proof of the theorem in this pecial 
case. In Sections 2 and 3 the theorem is proved for the general case of an 
arbitrary maximal chain and operator. 




( > C K’ 
where A acts in C’, in such a way that I- T admits canonical factorization 
and to choose 1 as small as possible. 
We would like to mention that the canonical factorization theorem 
(Theorem 6.2 of [ 1, p. 1811) plays an essential role in the proof. 
This paper is concerned with the operators of the form I- K, where K is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. However, it is easy to see that the technique of Chapters 
3 and 4 of [l] enables us to treat in the same manner more general s.n. 
ideals, inparticular, 6, (1 <p < co), G,, and others. 
1. FACTORIZATION OF FINITE MATRICES 
Let A = (aij);, i be a finite matrix of order n. We consider factorizations 
of A of the type 
A = L(Z+ F) U, (1.1) 
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where L and U are respectively lower and upper triangular invertible 
matrices. Itis clear that, with no restriction on F, such a factorization s 
always possible. We will look for factorizations (1.1) with the minimal 
possible rank of F. We will also determine the number 
r = min rank(F), 
where the minimum is taken over all factorizations of the type (1.1). Ifr = 0 
then A admits canonical factorization. 
In order to obtain a lower bound for r one can proceed as follows. For 
each k = 1, . . . n we denote the principal minor of size k x k of A, L, U, F by 
A,, L,, Uk, Fk, thus A, = (a,);=, and so on for Lk, Uk, Fk, For each 
k = 1, . . . . n it follows from (1.1) that 
Ak=Mzk+Fk) u,, 
where Zk = (dV)ff = 1. Therefore the inequality 
dim ker Ak Q rank Fk 6 rank F (1.2) 
holds for k = 1, . . . . n. In fact Lk and Uk are invertible for each k. From here 
it is easy to conclude that 
max dim ker A, < r. (1.3) 
k = I, . . . . n 
The following theorem states that equality holds in this relation. 
THEOREM 1.1. For each matrix A = (a,);= 1 of order n, the equality 
min rank(F) = max dim ker(A,) 
k = 1, _._, n
holds, where the min runs over all Ffrom factorizations oftype (1.1) and for 
each k = 1, . . . . n, Ak=(a,,);.-,. 
Proof: For each matrix S of size Ix 1, we denote 
pS= max dim ker(S,). 
k = 1, . . . . I 
Let us assume that for some block extension of A, 
T= (l-4) 
of size (n + pA) x (n + pA), we have pT= 0. In the block representation (1.4) 
580/77/2-6 
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of T, A is the original matrix and B, C, D are new matrices of sizes pa x n, 
n x pA , and pa x p,, respectively. 
Since pT= 0 the matrix T admits canonical LU factorization. Thisfac- 
torization can be written in the block form 
(1.5) 
where L,, L2 and U,, Uz are, respectively, ower and upper triangular 
invertible matrices. 
From (1.5) we readily obtain 
A=LJJz+C,B,=L,(Z+(L,‘C,B,U,‘))U, 
and it is clear that 
(1.6) 
rank(L;‘C,B,U;‘)<p,. (1.7) 
Consequently the factorization (1.5) (which depends on the existence ofT) 
implies 
r4pA. 
This inequality combined with the inverse one (1.3) implies the 
theorem. 1 
Thus it remains to prove the existence ofT. It is clear, however, that this 
is a consequence of the following theorem applied pA times. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A = (a,);= 1be a n x n matrix. Zf pA > 0 then there 
exists a complex number A and vectors f, g in C” such that for the matrix 
the inequality 
is true. PA’< PA- 1. 
Proof: Let J, be the set of indices k among { 1, . . . . n} such that Ak is 
invertible and J, the remaining indices. 
For each k E J, we choose two nonzero vectors in Ck, uk = (~4:):~ 1 and 
tik = (u;):, r, such that 
uk E ker(Ak); uk d- IdA,), 
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and we denote by ub and u; the following vectors in ‘C:“: 
u; = (u:, .. . . u;, 0, . ..) O)? 
u; = (uh, ...) u;, 0, . ..) 0)r 
Subsequently we choose two vectors g= (g’):‘, r and f= (f’)Y=, in @” 
and a complex number I. # 0 satisfying 
(4,g)fO (k E J,), (1.8) 
<4,f> #O (k E J,h (1.9) 
and 
1 Z -det (r;, z)/dec(a,) (kE Jr), (1.10) 
where gk=(gi)fzl and S,=(fi>r=,. 
With this choice of 1, f, g we have fAC 6~~ - 1. In fact Let 
k E { 1, . . . . n + 1) and consider 
It is enough to prove that 
dimkerAbdp,-1, (1.11) 
and we may assume k B 2 because A; = (1) # 0. 
If k - 1 E Jr then, by ( l.lO), det A; # 0, thus (1.11) is satisfied. Assume 
now that k-leJ,. Let ~=(x’,x’,...,x~~‘)~E@~, and denote x&-r= 
(xl, ...) x&-l)? It is clear that X E ker AL is equivalent to
x0/z+ (x&-l, g&-,)=0, (1.12) 
and 
X"fk-,+Ak-lX&-l=O. (1.13) 
Since u&-r I Im Ak we have from (1.13) that 
o=x’(f&pl, uk-‘) =x0(x u;pl). 
By (1.9) this implies x0 = 0. Thus from (1.12) and (1.13) again it follows 
that 
0 
ker A; = 
’ ker Ak-Ing:-, > 
(1.14) 
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But kerA,-, q-5 g:-,, in fact u,-,EkerA,-, and (uk-r,gkP,)= 
(ub_,,g)#O by (1.8). Therefore from (1.14) follows 
dimkerA;=dimkerA, l-l<p,-l. 1 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we present the general factorization theorem. This 
theorem makes full use of the factorization theorem of I. C. Gohberg and 
M.G. Krein [l, p. 181, Theorem 6.21. 
Let it be given, in a separable complex Hilbert space H, a maximal chain 
of orthoprojections 9 and a compact operator K. We consider fac- 
torizations of the type 
z-K=(Z+X-)(D+F)(Z+X+), 
where X, and X_ are Volterra operators satisfying 
(2.1) 
X,P=PX+P; PX- = PX- P (PEP), 
D is invertible, DP = PD for each P E 9, and finally, F is a tinite-dimen- 
sional operator. 
The case when F= 0 is the case of canonical factorization. We are 
interested in the factorization of type (2.1) in which the number rank(F) is 
minimal. It is easily seen, as in the finite-dimensional case, that the 
inequality 
min rank(F) b ~+=a; dim ker(Z- PKP) (2.2) 
holds. In order to simplify the statement we restrict ourselves to 
Hlbert-Schmidt operators K, X + , and X-. The modifications for the 
more general case are straightforward. The following is the main result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, 9 a maximal 
chain of orthoprojections i  H, and K a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in H. Then 
min rank(F) = 7:; dim ker(Z- PKP), 
where the minimum is taken over all factorization ftype (2.1) with X, and 
X- Hilbert-Schmidt, and Z indicates the identity operator in H. 
ProojI Let us denote 
p( K, 9) = yEa; dim ker( Z- PKP). 
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It is enough to prove that there xists a factorization of type (2.1) of I- K 
with the condition 
rank(F) < p(K, 9). 
First assume that K is of finite rank. Then p(K, 9) < rank(K) is finite. 
The theorem will be proved by induction on p(K, 9). The case p(K, 9) = 0 
follows from Theorem 6.2 of [ 1, p. 1811. Let p(K, 9) > 0. The proof 
follows the same lines as in the finite-dimensional case. 
Consider the direct sum H’= @@ H. In H’ we construct a maximal 
chain of orthoprojections. Let P, be the canonical orthoprojection H’ -+ C 
given by P,(A 0 x) = 10 0, and let J be the canonical embedding of H into 
H’, i.e., J(x) = 0 0 x. Note that J*: H + H is given by J*(1@ x) = x. Then 
we define 
Y= {O}u {P,+JPJ*}pE,. 
It will be shown in Theorem 3.1 in the next section that there xist f, g in 
H and il E@ such that the operator 
Kq; ‘;;“‘). 
which is acting in H’ satisfies theinequality 
p(K’, 9’) < p(K, 9) - 1. 
Assume this result for the moment. By the induction hypothesis tfollows 
that we can write 
where X, and X_ are Hilbert-Schmidt Volterra operators atisfying 
X, P F PX, P and PX- = PX_ P for each P E 8, D is invertible and com- 
mutes with each P E 9, fi and g, are vectors in H, de C is nonzero, and, 
finally, F, satisfies rank(F,) < p(K’, 9”). It follows from (2.3) that 
Z-K= (I+ X-)(D + F)(Z+ X,), 
where 
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clearly satisfies 
rank(F) 6 rank(F,) + 1 6 p(K, 9). 
This proves the theorem in the case when K is of finite rank. 
Now let K be a general Hilbert-Schmidt operator. There exists a finite 
rank operator F, such that 11 K- F, 11 < 1. Denote E = K-F,, then by 
Theorem 6.2 of [ 1, Chap. 41 we have a factorization 
Z-E=(Z+Xp)D(Z+X+), (2.4) 
where X, and XP are Hilbert-Schmidt Volterra operators, D is invertible, 
and for each P E 9 
X,P=PX,P; PX =PLP; PD=DP. 
We can write (2.4) in the form 
Z-K=(Z+Xp)D(Z-F)(Z+X+), 
where F is of finite rank and is defined by 
F=Dp'(Z+X_)p'FI(Z+X+)-'. 
Moreover, the equality 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
holds. To see this note that, for each P E 9, 
Z-PKP=(Z+PXpP)(Z-P+PDP)(Z-PFP)(Z+PX+P). 
Since all terms on the right except I- PFP are invertible, 
dim ker( Z- PKP) = dim ker(Z - PFP). (2.7) 
Taking maxima of both sides of (2.7) over P E 9 we obtain (2.6). 
Since F is of finite rank we can, by the first part of the proof, factorize 
Z-Fas 
Z-F=(Z+X')(D'+F')(Z+X'+), (2.8) 
here xl+ and X- are Hilbert-Schmidt Volterra operators, D'is invertible, 
rank(F’) = p(F, P), and for each P E 9 we have 
Xl,P=Px'+P; PX' =Px'P; PD'=D'P. 
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Inserting the factorization (2.8) into (2.5) we obtain 
I-K=(I+X~)D(Z+X’)(D’+F)(Z+X’+)(Z+X+). 
This can be written as 
Z-K= [(I+X~)(Z+DX’D~‘)][DD’+DF][(Z+X’+)(I+X+)]. 
Now denote 
z+ x” = (I+ x-)(I+ D.K D--l), (2.9) 
1+x: =(Z+x’,)(Z+X+), (2.10) 
and 




rank(Y) = rank(F) = (E; P) = p(K, Y), (2.13) 
moreover, X’; and X’l_ are Hilbert-Schmidt, D” is invertible, andit follows 
from (2.9)-(2.11) that for each PE 9 
ir;P=PY;P; Px” = PXT P; D”P = PD”. 
Finally, X’l and x” are Volterra. This can be shown as in [ 1, p. 159, 
Note 13. Equations (2.12)-(2.13) prove the theorem in the general case. 1 
3. ONE-STEP EXTENSIONS 
The setting for this ection is the following. We are given, in a complex 
separable Hilbert space ZZ, a finite rank operator K and a maximal chain of 
orthoprojections 8. We recall the following notation already used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1: 
p( K, 9) = F:; dim ker(Z- PKP). 
We consider the direct sum H’ = C 0 ZZ. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we denote by P, the canonical orthoprojection H’ + @ 00 and by .Z the 
canonical embedding of H into H’. In H’ we define the chain 
iP’= (0) u {Pc+JPJ*}pE,. (3.1) 
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In this section we prove the following theorem, which was used in the 
proof of the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, 9 a maximal 
chain of orthoprojections i  H, and K E L(H) be offinite rank. If p(K, 9) > 0 
then there exist f, g in H and II E @ such that, for the operator 
the inequality 
holds. 
AK’, 9’) d p(K, 9) - 1 
This theorem is a consequence of the following result. 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.2. Given H, K, 9, H’, 8’ as above, if p(K, 9) > 0 then there 
exists a dense set G c H such that, for each vector g E G, the operator 
K’=(:, ‘.;(“))eL(H’) 
satisfies the inequality 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume for the moment that Theorem 3.2 is true. 
Apply Theorem 3.2 to K* to obtain an f E H such that 
PW,, 9’) G PW*, 9) = AK, 9), 
where K, E L(H’) is given by 
Now apply Theorem 3.2 again to K: E L(H’) and 9’. We obtain an 
operator K2 of the form 
K2= 
1 c <.,g: 
01 0 
of K 
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where (c, g) are taken in a dense set of H’, in such a 
PE+’ we have 
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way that for each 
Q P(K 9). 
(3.4) 
We can also assume c # 0 by the density condition of (c, g). 
Writing (3.4) in the form 
dimker(! jlY ~~~‘~ <p(K,P) (PEY), 
we see that (3.4) is equivalent to
Thus if we define A= 1 + c, and insert 1, f, g in (3.2) we obtain an operator 
satisfying (3.3). 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is much more involved and needs some 
preparations. It is well known (see [l, p. 2141) that there exists a
parametrization 9 = {P, > t E w, where W is a compact set of real numbers, 
such that P,, > P,, if and only if ti > t, and the mapping t -+ P, is a 
homeomorphism between W and 9 when the chain is endowed with the 
strong operator topology. 
For each t E W we define 
so that 
p,(K, 9’) = dim ker(l- P&P,) 
~(4 9) = y; P,W, 9). 
In H’ = C @H we define the orthoprojections 
P; = P, 0 JP, J* (t E WI, 
9’ is given by 
P’= {Ol u WLV. 
For each operator R E L(H) we define 
p,(R, S’) = dim ker(r - P,!KP,!) (t E w, 
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so that 
p( K’, 9’) = za; p,( K’, 9’). 
Here and in the sequel I’ denotes the identity operator in H’. 
We consider complex valued rectifiable functions defined on W. We say 
that f: W + @ is rectifiable ifit is continuous and if 
suP i If(t;)-f(ti-l)l <co~ 
i i= 1 I 
where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences t0 < t, < . < t, 
in W. 
We need the following properties of rectifiable functions: 
(a) The sum and product of two rectifiable functions are rectifiable 
and so is the inverse of a nonvanishing rectifiable function. 
(b) The graph (f(t)JtEw of a rectifiable function f has Lebesgue 
measure zero in @. 
(c) For each maximal chain 9 = (Pt }, Ew as above and vectors x, y 
in H, the function f(t) = ( P1x, P, y ) is rectifiable. 
Property (a) follows immediately from the definitions. Let us prove (b) 
and (c). Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Since f is continuous, there exist points 
min(W)=t,<t,< . . . < t, = max( W) in W such that 
sup If(t)-f(t; mI)ldE (i’ 1, 2, . ..) n). 
tECrr~I,~,lnW 
Denote 
d; = sup If(t)-f(f;G,)l. 
IE Cf,-l,r,ln w 
Since the variation off is bounded, there exists a fixed A4 < + co such that 
f d,<M. 
I= I 
It is clear that the set { f(t)},c w is contained in the following union of n 
discs: 
Therefore 
{f(t)l,,w~ ;(J, {Z I Iz-f(tipl)I GdiI. 
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which implies meas( { f(t)} ,t W) = 0. To prove (c) note that the continuity 
of ( Plx, P, y ) = (P,x, y) follows from the strong continuity of the mapp- 
ing t + P, in the parametrization 9’= {P,),, W. Finally, the variation of 
(P,x, P, y) is bounded because, for each sequence ,<t,< ... <t,in W, 
*;, I<(p,,-pL,)x~Y)l 
=,c, I<(P,,-Plr_,)x? u-5-P,,JY) 
d 1 II(p,,-p,,~,)xll II(p,,-p,,~,~Yll 
,=l 
-\ \ II2 
d 
(( 
j;l ll(P,,-P&lV)( 2 II(P,,-p 1,-I ML)) 
i= 1 
= llxll . IIYII. 
The main technical part in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is concentrated in 
the following lemma. For each g E H define 
Kg-(:, ($)EL(H1). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space, K E L(H) a 
finite rank operator, and 9 = {P,},, w be a maximal chain of orthoprojec- 
lions uch that p(K, 9’) > 0. For each pair of real numbers 5’ < z, the set 
D,:,= (gEH: max 
fE [r’, 71n w p,(K,, 9’) > P(K, 9)) 
is closed and for each T there xists a tr < z such that D,.. ~is nondense in H. 
ProoJ: Let us first prove that D,,,. is closed. Assume {g,},“= Ic D,.,, 
and lim,, _ op g, = g. For each n = 1, 2, . . . there exists a t, E [r’, t] n W such 
that 
dimker(I’-P:~KK,“PP:~)>p(K,9)+1. (3.5) 
The set [r’, r] n W is compact, thus, restricting ourselves to a sub- 
sequence if necessary, we may assume that the following limit exists: 
lim, 4 m t, = t E [r’, r] n W. Since K is compact and P, is strongly con- 
tinuous. we have 
lim (I’-P:“KK,“Pp:“~=I’-P;K,P; 
“-nL 
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in the norm of operators. Therefore, from (3.5) 
dimker(l’-P:K,P:)>p(K,9)+ 1, 
which implies g E D,,, r. 
Now let r be given, we prove that for some r’ <t the set D,., ~ c I-Z is 
nondense. We can assume that z E W for otherwise we can trivially choose 
T’ < r satisfying [r’, r] n W= 0, which implies D,.% ~= 0. Denote 
r = rank( P, KP,), 
then we can write 




As is well known (see Theorem 7.1 of [2, p. 661, for example), 
d=rank(bi,j- (Pr$j, PrcPi>)~4j=l. (3.7) 
Thus the matrix appearing in the right-hand side of this equation has a 
nonsingular minor of size d. We can assume that the first principal minor 
of order d is such, so that 
det((ai,j- <f’rtii, P,cPi>)~j= I) #O. 
For each tE(-co,t]n Wwe denote 
M(f)= Csi,j- <‘,Il/jT p,cPi>)fj= 1’ 
Now let T'E (- cc, T) be such that the vectors {P,$j};=, are linearly 
independent and the function det M(t) does not vanish for each 
TV [T', T] n W. Such T' exists because the functions P,J/,, .. . P,$, and 
det M(t) are continuous. 
With T' chosen as above D,., Tis nondense. Assume first hat d = r. For 
each t E [T', T] n W, det M(r) #O and consequently I- P,KP, is invertible. 
Therefore p,( K,, 9’) = 1 for each t E [T', t ] n W and g E H. Since 
p(K, 9) > 0 this implies that D,,, r is void and proves the lemma in this 
case. Thus we assume d < r. 
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Let 0 = min{ Ir’, r] n IV}. There exists a vector h’ such that 
(Pe$iv h’) = -6, d+ I (i = 1, . . . . r) because {P, II/ ;} ;= , are linearly indepen- 
dent. Define h = P,h’, then for each t E [T’, r ] n W we have 0 < t and con- 
sequently 
(f’t$i, Pth) = (P,$iv f’oh’) = (f’o$i, f’oh’) = -di.d+l (3.8) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . r. 
Now let g E D,., Tbe arbitrary. Itis enough to prove that the set 
E= {[:g+[hED,,,,} EC 
is nondense. In fact, if D,., ~ would contain a neighborhood of g, then E 
would contain a neighborhood of 0. 
For each CE @ and TV [r’, r] n W we can write, with the notation 
e=l@oEH’, 
p:Kg+rh P;= i JP,$,(., JP,cpi)+e<., (e+JP,(g+rh))) 
i= 1 
Thus if we denote, for i= 1, 2, . . . . r, 
I& = JP,$;; cp:= JP,cp, (3.9) 
and 
tit+l=e; vP:+,=e+JP,(g+&h) (3.10) 
we have 
r+l 
P:Kg,r, p: = c *:< ., cp:>. 
,=I 
Moreover, for each TV [r’, T] n W, the vectors {t&};Z: are linearly 
independent. Therefore, as with (3.7) we have 
dim ker(I’- P:K,+, P,‘)=r+ 1 -rank((6i,i- ($1, &));,:1,). (3.11) 
Let E’ be the following subset of C: 
E’= {{: min 
fE [I’, r] n c rank((b,.j- <Icl;, ‘~f)):fl,)Gd). 
Then [$E’ implies rank((b,,j- ($j, cp:));,tL ,)>d and thus, by (3.11) and 
(3.6), ~tWg+p, 9’) < p(K, P?), for each t E [r’, r] n W. Consequently [ 4 E 
implies [ $ E, thus E c E’, and it is enough to prove E’ is nondense. 
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However, the matrix (6,,j- ($f, cpi));,Tj, contains the minor of size 
(d+ l)x(d+ 1): 
Thus if we define 
E” = ([: det M’([, t) = 0 for some t E [z’, r] n W}, 
then E’ E E”, so we only have to prove E” is nondense. 
However, using the relations (3.8) (3.9), and (3.10) we see that 
det M’([, t) = det M(t) . [ + det M’(0, t). 
Consequently 
E” = - det M’(0, t) 
det M(t) 
: tE [t’, 21 n w . 
But the function - det M’(0, t)/det M(t) is rectifiable b cause det M(t) 
does not vanish on [r’, r] n W. Thus the Lebesgue measure of the closed 
set E” is zero and E” is nondense. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Denote r2 = max( W), t, = min( W). Clearly it is 
enough to prove that H - D,,, 12 is dense in H. Equivalently we shall prove 
that D,,, r2 is nondense. 
Let us define 
/? = inf{t: Dr,,TZ is nondense}. (3.12) 
Then p = --co. For, if /I is finite, then there exists a sequence {u,};= I such 
that Dan, r2 is nondense for each n = 1,2, . . . and lim, _ m a,, = /I. Moreover, 
by Lemma 3.3 there exists a B’ < B such that D,,, B is nondense. Then we 
have 
Consequently by the theorem of Baire, DB.,r2 is nondense. But by (3.12) 
this gives /I < /I’; a contradiction. 
Thus j? = -co and D, ~2 is nondense for some t < r, . Since D,, , r2 c D, r2 
it follows that D,,, *z is nondense. 1 
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